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TESL SASKATCHEWAN CHAIR’S REPORT 2021 

 

The year of 2021 has been a year of changes, adaptations, and collaboration. Due to the on-going 
pandemic, TESL Saskatchewan Board continued finding new ways to connect with the membership, to 
conduct regular Board meetings, to provide TESL Saskatchewan presence at a national and 
interprovincial level. Similar to our members, TESL Saskatchewan Board Directors were compelled to 
learn various on-line communication and learning platforms, to explore safe cloud-based information 
sharing and storage solutions, and to adjust to changing circumstances. 

 

TESL Saskatchewan continued providing networking and professional development (PD) opportunities 
for our members, including the 41st annual conference in a virtual format, a variety of PD workshops 
organized by TESL Saskatchewan PD committee as well as informal engagement sessions focusing on 
connecting our members through shared interests (e.g., Book Club). Several members took advantage of 
TESL Saskatchewan accreditation and the simplified accreditation process with TESL Canada. Our 
Awards & Bursaries Committee conducted a thorough review of the existing Awards and Bursaries to 
align with our funding and to ensure we were consistent in our processes. Our Communication 
Committee continued producing newsletters, sending information e-mails, and updating social media 
posts to keep the members informed. I would like to thank all the Board and committee members for their 
commitment, collaboration, and teamwork! 

 

During the year, the Board engaged in the long-range strategic planning which resulted in a three-year 
strategic plan (2022 – 2025) focusing on the main four areas: 

1. Membership Engagement with the following strategic goals and activities: 
 Develop recruitment strategies for general members and prospective board members 
 Develop ways to increase the value of the association to its members 
 Establish effective ways to engage members 
 Develop ways to recognize the work of Board and Committee volunteers. 

2. Professional Development with the following strategic goals and activities: 
 Provide professional development that is accessible, timely, and relevant 
 Deliver the annual conference in the format best suited for the current environment. 
 Develop strategies to recruit speakers and presenters for PD events and the annual conference. 

3. Financial Stability with the following strategic goals and activities: 
 Explore and pursue additional grant funding and potential sponsorship opportunities 
 Increase and retain membership 

4. Strategic Partnerships with the following strategic goals and activities: 
 Increase engagement and strengthen relationships with provincial, national, and international 

TESL/TESOL associations and settlement organizations. 
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One of the main challenges that TESL Saskatchewan continues to face is low membership engagement 
and participation. The Board has been understaffed for the past several years (this year our Board Is 
comprised only of 6 Directors as opposed to the required number of 9) and most of the committees have 
no volunteer support. I would like to encourage every TESL Sask member to consider joining TESL 
Saskatchewan Board or one of the committees and contributing skills, knowledge, and expertise to move 
our TESL Saskatchewan forward.  

 

Thank you! 

 

Tatiana Zotova, M. Ed. 

Chair, TESL Saskatchewan 
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Finance & Membership Report 

 

Finances: 

Detailed statements from MWC Chartered Professional Accounts (formally known as Minz and Wallace) 
are given separately, but the summary is that 2021 revenue was $42,595 (compared to $32,652 in 2020) 
and the corresponding expenses were $34,973 (compared to $44,296 in 2020). There was a net income of 
$7,622 (compared to a net loss of $11,644 in 2020).  

The balance in the TESL Sask account as of December 31, 2021, was $22,373. 

 

Grants:  

In 2021, TESL Sask received one grant: 

 Multicultural Initiatives Fund of $15,000 

 

Membership Report: 

As of December 31, TESL Sask had the following numbers of members in good standing in its 
membership categories: 

General & Associate/Life Members: 216 (273-April 30, 2021) 

This number is down from our April 30 report in 2021 due to institution budgetary cuts no longer funding 
membership for its employees and the COVID-19 Pandemic. 

 

Jerry Wang 

Secretary Treasurer-Board Assistant 

TESL Saskatchewan 
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Awards & Bursary Report 

 

The Awards & Bursaries Committee has three committee members, all from the TESL Saskatchewan 
Board of Directors.  

 

In 2021, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, ongoing awards and bursaries were put on hold; no applications 
or nominations received, and no awards or bursaries were awarded. 

 

With the start of 2022, the Awards & Bursaries Committee started working on reintroducing awards and 
bursaries with some adjustments to reflect current available funds and award contributions as well as the 
needs and interests of TESL Saskatchewan members. The 2022 awards and bursaries included: 

• Jake Katurna Memorial PD Credit 
• TESL Sask Student Bursary 
• TESL Sask Lifetime Award of Merit 

 

The updated application and nomination forms were added to TESL Saskatchewan website and 
information about the updated Awards & Bursaries was shared with current TESL Saskatchewan 
members through social media and during our annual conference.  

 

The Awards & Bursaries Committee is committed to promoting the continued professional growth of 
members, acknowledging the contributions of ESL professionals, and assisting future ESL professionals 
in their studies. The Committee looks forward to receiving more applications and nominations going 
forward. 

 

Leah Buschmann 

Awards & Bursaries Committee Chair  

TESL Saskatchewan  
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Conference Report   

Planning for the conference started in the fall of 2021. The theme ‘Navigating the Way’ was chosen for the SK 
TEAL/TESL SK Virtual Conference. The date of the conference was set for April 30, 2022   

Conference Committee Members: 

 Gisele Carlson, Conference Committee Co-Chair, SK TEAL  
 Ginny McColl, Conference Committee Co-Chair, TESL SK 
 Vicki Schoch, TESL SK 
 Jerry Wang, TESL SK 
 Tatiana Zotova, TESL SK 

Conference Volunteers:  

Tech support 

 Alison Bobbee, U of R 

Session Monitors  

 Gakuru Boniface, MJMC 
 Gato Boniface, MJMC 
 Laura Butt, MJMC 
 Aniso Hassan, MJMC 
 Megan Jahnke-Stonehouse, MJMC 
 Heeju MacDonald, MJMC 
 Lul Mohamed, MJMC 
 Najma Omari, MJMC 
 Stephanie Roykaya, MJMC 
 Aurora Raymond, Peacock Collegiate 

Presenters at Conference: 

a) Ranged from all over Canada. TESOL International had a panel discussion with members from 
different countries showcasing what they learned from the pandemic 

b) Presentations were recorded to be available after the conference for up to 6 months on TESL SK 
website and on the TESL SK YouTube Channel.  

c) Centre Highlights and Best Practices ranged from all over Canada and from other countries. 
d) Collaborated with SAISA and Manitoba TESL to have some of the presenters from the TESL SK/SK 

TEAL Conference present at the Manitoba TESL Conference on May 20, 2022. 

2023 Conference: 

a) Keynote-Dr. Ena Lee, Simon Fraser University 
b) Planning for the 2023 conference will start in September of 2022  
c) Format of delivery TBD 
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We would like to thank all the volunteers and conference organizers for all their hard work. A very big thank 
you to both Dr. Ayanna Cooper and Dr. Karen Ragoonaden for being our keynotes and to Dr. Sreemali for 
taking part in the keynote as well as doing a presentation. To all the presenters, thank you for sharing your 
expertise and insights with us all. Thank you to all the participants for attending. Our hope was to provide you 
with an opportunity to learn and to enjoy the conference. We hope we succeeded. 

 

Ginny McColl 

Conference Committee Co-Chair 

TESL Saskatchewan 
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Professional Development Report 

 

The PD Committee had a slower start to offering learning events since the last AGM. A few highlights of 
the PD Committee’s work to organize online PD events between the fall of 2021 and early 2022 are as 
follows:  

 Establishing a partnership agreement with SAISIA (Saskatchewan Association of Immigrant 
Settlement and Integration Agencies)  

 Meetings with Ellii (Former ESL Library) to clarify the terms of the partnership that was 
tentatively established just before the last AGM. 

 Collaborating with these two organizations will help the PD Committee serve the members of 
TESL Saskatchewan better through PD opportunities on a range of topics and teaching resources. 

 Developing the honorarium payment guidelines and receiving Board approval 

 Writing up and presenting a proposal to the Board about developing new add-ons to the TESL 
Sask website, thereby facilitating member contribution of resources and PD ideas on an ongoing 
basis  

Earlier this year, a focus-group needs assessment was conducted to plan the PD events for the year. Since 
February, we have organized three PD events, including two 90-minute workshops and a 1-hour 
presentation by Tammy Wik from Ellii before the AGM.  

The focus of the PD workshops in February and March shifted slightly from the previous year when most 
PD events were primarily about practical tools and tips for online teaching. Slowly transitioning back to 
the area of in-person teaching, the time was ripe to address the topics that were not touched on during the 
previous 12 months. We are pleased to have engaged presenters from schools in different centers to share 
their research and expertise.  

The PD Committee will continue its work to engage TESL Saskatchewan members and the public from 
the wider community and offer meaningful PD events. 

 

Ellen Son 

PD Committee Chair 

TESL Saskatchewan 
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Communication Report 

 

Committee Co-chairs: Lynn Bytyqi and Ginny McColl 

Member: Gina DiPaolo 

 

This committee changed personnel in summer. Previously, the chair was Navdeep Dhillon, and she sent 
regular newsletters. The two new co-chairs divided the tasks (newsletter and social media). Lynn and her 
volunteer Gina compiled their first newsletter at the end of the year. 

 

For 2022, they intend to create more newsletters as warranted. As well, a new sub-committee, 
Engagement, will be headed by Lynn and the hope is to informally engage and connect with all members 
province wide. 

 

1. Newsletter:  The small committee produced one newsletter in December, and another is scheduled for 
June. 

 

2. Member Engagement Sessions:  A new sub-committee was formed with a few board members; the 
purpose is to try and engage our membership in an informal manner (as per Strategic Plan Priority #1). 
The first session was a Book Club discussion. For the fall, three more evening sessions are tentatively 
booked. 

 

3. Other members have unofficially helped with communications using Mailchimp and social media to 
promote TESLSK events. 

 

Lynn Bytyqi 

Communications Committee Chair 

TESL Saskatchewan 
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Accreditation Report 

 

This year the Accreditation Committee consisted of two Board Directors both representing Regina area. 
The Accreditation Committee continued reviewing new and outstanding accreditation and re-accreditation 
applications and providing feedback to the applicants. Due to the pandemic, the volume of applications 
for accreditation had decreased which allowed our small committee to keep up with the applications. 

 

As some of the Standard descriptors changed in May 2018, we would like to encourage our members to 
review the new standards and reach out to us if they have any questions before submitting the application. 
We would also like to remind our membership that TESL Saskatchewan members in good standing who 
received TESL Sask accreditation under the new standards (after May 1, 2018) are eligible to apply for 
TESL Canada accreditation through a simplified process. Any members who received TESL 
Saskatchewan accreditation before May 2018 will need to submit the full application if they wish to apply 
for TESL Canada. 

 

The Accreditation Committee members are committed to helping our members achieve their professional 
accreditation goals and are always happy to receive your feedback. 

 

Tatiana Zotova M.Ed. 

Accreditation Committee Chair 

TESL Saskatchewan 
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TESL Canada Provincial Report 

 

1. TESL Canada has had some major changes to the board including a new president and many of 
the committee chairs. 

2. TESL Canada continues to support the provinces through PD, scholarships and with the 
conferences. Provinces are still encouraged to apply for scholarships and grants which are due by April 1. 
They also have updated the website and are posting TTP placement programs which are still being offered 
during these difficult times. 

3. TESL Canada has finalized negotiations for a Basic Health Care package for members through 
Blue Cross. The individuals are able to purchase into the plan themselves. There is no need to worry 
about pre-existing conditions due to the group membership. It includes Medication, Dental, Optical and 
some health 

4. TESL Canada audit is complete. 

5. TESL Canada is still looking for volunteers to help with committee work. 

6. Unfortunately, membership is down across the country due to the pandemic, the reduction in 
positions available and the amount of funding for memberships by employers. 

7. TESL Canada is in the process of negotiating with TESL Ontario for streamlined accreditation. If 
complete, Ontario will be the third province which has the streamlined process. It is hoped that this 
process can be done with all member provinces which will make it easier for instructors to move and 
work between provinces. 

8. TESL Canada has revised its manual/policies for TTP’s with international partners. They will 
now accept TTP practicums in Grade 11 and 12 placements in addition to adult programs. 

9. There were many provincial conferences: Alberta, Saskatchewan, NF and Labrador, Maritime 
provinces, and Ontario. There were primarily online although the Maritimes did offer an in-person option. 
There were considered successful as they had a high turnout rate and people from other provinces were 
able to attend. Most conferences were offered at a lower cost. 

10. TESL Canada has repaid $20,000 of the CEBA loan. 

11. TESL Canada has new policies of which Language Placement Tests are acceptable for 
accreditation. New applicants need to check the website for which tests are now acceptable. 

12. TESL Canada Board meets once a month and  continues to help support the provinces through 
offering professional development webinars and offering financial assistance to provinces that are having 
conferences as well as bursaries to members. Members are sent notifications of all PD throughout the 
provinces as well as invitations to the conferences.  
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13. The financial audit is underway at the moment. TESL Canada has a positive balance at the 
moment and is in positive financial shape.  

14. The Strategic Plan for the next three years is being finalized. 

15. Accreditation applications are very low at the moment due to COVID and the job losses 
surrounding it. Nevertheless, there seems to be a slow increase across the provinces.  To help new 
teachers, to extend the practicum requirements for TTP’s. 50% of all observations can be done online and 
25% asynchronously- recorded lectures, interactive activities, discussion boards etc. A list of recorded 
lectures has been assembled and is available to student teachers as well as for possible professional 
development. It was agreed that the minimum number of students necessary to constitute a class is 5 (so 
that the students need to demonstrate/ observe classroom management skills). 

16. TESL Canada is in the process of building relationships with teacher training programs in other 
countries which will accredit their programs. They are also in process of accessing various micro 
credentials as to how they can be used in accreditation for Standard 1 and Standard 2.  There is also a 
discussion if there should be separate certification for literacy. 

 

Vicki Schoch,  

TESL Canada Representative 


